
 
Author Presentation Program 
About the Book 
 
Teacher, author and illustrator Jo O’Mara shares 
the adventures of an art-loving mouse and the 
mistake that ignites his imagination. O’Mara 
shares her love of art and the use of line, 
shape and color in the first of three books. 
	

The story introduces Little Toulouse, a  
tiny, tenacious and talented mouse named after 
French artist Toulouse Lautrec. When his art 
teacher urges him to get to know the elements of 
art, the confused mouse searches for elephants 
instead.  

Toulouse’s misunderstanding makes his 
journey all the more interesting as he travels through a bold, colorful world to 
meet Linus (the elephant of line), Starla (the elephant of shape) and Rainbow 
(the elephant of color). They teach him about each of these elements but, more 
importantly, he learns what amazing things he can achieve when he uses them 
together. 

THE ELEPHANTS OF ART, targeting children ages two through ten, is the 
first in a series of educational art stories, and its pages hold more than 
Toulouse’s tale. Details in each illustration provide subtle lessons and visual 
reinforcement to engage children further. Additionally, the book is 
complemented by free downloads of drawings, coloring sheets, puzzles and 
even a poster at http://www.artelephants.org/kids. 
	

	
“O’Mara incorporates bright colors and eye-catching patterns into her collage-

style graphics, filling the pages with lines, colors, and shapes that visually 
underscore what Toulouse is learning.” 
  - Publishers Weekly 
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Author Presentation Program 
About the Author 

 
 

Jo O’Mara, author of The Elephants of Art, 
dedicates herself to sharing the elements of art 
(line, shape, color, texture, space, value and 
form) with children. She considers these elements 
the artist’s guide to everything visual. Grasping 
these concepts opens up a whole new level of 
creativity that extends beyond the world of art. 

 Jo earned her Bachelor of Fine Arts 
degree in media design from the New York 
School of Visual Arts. After a successful career in graphic design, she followed her 
heart into art education. She has spent the past nine years teaching the basic elements 
of art, drawing skills and art history to young children. During this time she created and 
maintained art programs for two preschools and was instrumental in establishing 
several afterschool enrichment programs. Her fun and engaging teaching methods 
provide a comprehensive foundation for pre-K and elementary children.   

Born and raised in New Jersey, Jo got her teaching start in Atlanta. She recently 
returned to her home state, where she teaches at the Monroe Center of Art, the premier 
art community in Hoboken. She is also hard at work on the next two books in her series, 
More Elephants of Art and Mouse Masters, an introduction to art history and styles, and 
a series of board books for babies. 
 More about the book along with activity sheets and mini lessons for kids age 2 
through 10 can be found at Jo’s site. 
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Author Presentation Program – Worksheet 

 
IDENTIFY THE SCOPE and GOALS OF THE VISIT 
The first step is to identify the purpose of hosting an author and the outcomes you’d like to 
achieve through your investment. Please fill out the short questionnaire below. This will allow 
us to provide a base on which to customize the perfect event for your establishment! 
 

 
1. Name of school or establishment: 

2. Type (preschool, elementary, camp, etc) 

3. Address:  

 

4. Event coordinator: 

5. How many presentations would you need 

6. What is the size and age of each group? 

 

7. Where in the school will the event take place?  

8. Is there access to a smart board or screen and/or microphone 

9. What is the budget and how will the event be funded? 

10. Any additional info you’d like to add: 
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Author Presentation Program – Prepare/Promote/Preorder 
 
PREPARE: 

 
The author fee includes a 2-hour pre-event visit to your school. This will provide a chance to meet 
with the coordinator and go over a checklist to help prepare for our author event.  
 
• Meet with Administrators to receive a short tour 
• Review complete visit, an approved schedule, additional details and/or needs  
• Go over a set-up map in the auditorium for each presentation 
• A PowerPoint version of the story is used for groups larger than 20. This visit would provide 

me with the opportunity to meet with your technical person to check the equipment and/or 
run through the presentation for optimal performance 

 

PUBLICIZE / PROMOTE: 
 
Get the word out! Many schools have created enormous enthusiasm by creating art projects, 
bookmarks, and bulletin boards. As the adage states, the more you put in, the more you’ll get out! 

 
Author to supply the following marketing materials: 
• Promotional flyer (pdf document)  
• Poster to advertise the event 
• Optional order sheet for pre-orders 
• Additional e-files (logo, Picture of book, etc.) as needed for newsletters, etc. 
• Activity worksheets 
• Instruction for a free standing paper elephant to collage 

 
PREORDER: 
 
Nothing prepares students better for an author visit than being familiar with the author’s books! Having 
an autographed book that kids are familiar with and that they are confident reading over and over 
again strengthens their skills and their motivation to read. Offering the books for sale isn’t required, but 
we can talk about how to set up a book sale if it interests you.  
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Author Presentation Program – Event Day 

 
Set-up 45 minutes 
 
Presentation 1 – ages 2-up 45 minutes 

- Introduction – About Me 
- Author read   
- Discussion – Student participation 
- Drawing Demonstration 
- Video – if time permits 
- Takeaway bookmarks and/or activity sheets 

 
 

Workshop - ages 5-8 60 minutes 
- Introduction – About me   
- Introduce and Discuss Importance of Elements   
- Book (Read story or discuss key points) 
- Short Video 
- PowerPoint on editing 
- Student Participation - Draw along  
- Q & A  (a list of recommended questions is provided)   

     
 
Additional Book Purchases and signing 30 minutes 
Optional Craft 30 minutes 
Clean up/Break down 30 minutes 
 
  
Fees 
Currently rates are being set on a custom basis.  
Flat rates will go into effect July 1. Until then I 
will be happy to work with each school to arrive 
at a rate that we are both comfortable with. 
 
Included in the presentation package: 

• 2-hour preliminary visit 
• Half event day fee (full or multiple days extra) 
• Promotional materials in digital format 
• Display Poster 
• One free softcover book 
• Take away bookmarks or activity sheet	  
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